Survival analysis for ‘complex’ cohorts
Aimed at survival data where latent or disease heterogeneity
and informative censoring arising from competing risks might be present
Multi-risk latent class modelling
Each class obeys the proportional hazards assumption (for each risk)
All risks modelled simultaneously for more efficient extraction of
information from cohort data
Each model is defined by the following quantities:
•
•
•

Number of latent classes (L)
Personalised hazard rate complexity (M)
Complexity of base hazard rates (K)

•
•
•
•

Latent class weightings
Frailty parameters
Association parameters
Base hazard rate parameters

Model configuration

Model parameters

Risk-specific marginal hazard rates and survival functions, “decontaminated”
of the effects of informative censoring
Bayesian regression and model selection
Avoid over-fitting and unnecessary model complexity
Cohort stratification
Retrospective class assignment
Provides additional insight into a cohort

False protectivity
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Multi-risk latent class analysis / Dataset management

User-friendly dataset management

Automated categorical covariate expansion
with user selection of baseline
Missing data regression variable generation
Automated metadata generation

Dataset summariser

Automated report generation
Kaplan–Meier estimators
Descriptive statistics
Covariate Pearson correlations
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Multi-risk latent class analysis / Regression management
Automated regression management

Bayesian model selection

Automated Bayesian model likelihood determination
and model ranking
Aikake and Bayesian Information Criterion scores also available
Automated regression and model ‘likelihood’
score determination for all candidate models
Baseline hazard rate(s), covariate association,
and frailty estimation for each model
Bayesian priors on all parameters

Model summary reports

Retrospective class allocation

Allocate patients to most probable latent class
Data-driven cohort stratification
Covariate and class membership correlations
Aids search for new informative biomarkers

Automated report generation
Hazard ratios, baseline hazard rates
Crude and marginal survival curves
Covariate Pearson correlations
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Some application examples

Prostate cancer:
Heterogeneity and competing risks effects found
Haggstrom et al., “Heterogeneity in risk of prostate cancer:
A Swedish population-based cohort study of competing risks
and Type 2 diabetes mellitus”, IJC, 2018

Colorectal cancer:
Re-analysis of COIN trail (NEJM, 2011)
PR Barber et al., under review, 2019

Diabetic retinopathy:
Heterogeneity in disease severity found for
patients with Type 1 diabetes mellitus
Larsen et al., under review, 2019
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